
W
edged (or nestled, if you prefer) between 

Manchester and Sheffield, the Peak District 

is home to some fantastic running. There 

are races of great history like the Kinder 

Beer Barrel race and Edale Skyline, and 

everything from short fast races like Longshaw Sheepdog trials 

to long distance challenges like the High Peak Marathon. But 

there’s no 24 hour challenge in the mould of the Bob Graham, 

Paddy Buckley or Charlie Ramsay round. I think there should be.

There are some brilliant “shorter” rounds like the 15 Trigs (a 

wonderful 50 mile loop taking in the 15 trig points from the 1985 

KIMM map) or the Kinder Dozen (a brutal 12 ascent zigzag 

around the Kinder Plateau), and over the years members of Dark 

Peak Fell Runners have tried to modify, combine or extend these 

to produce the fourth Big Round.

A bit like Goldilocks, we’ve tried various things, each of which 

is a story in itself… We combined the 15 Trigs with the lesser-

known White Peak 11, but that was too trespassy. We tried 

contorting the highest 28 hills in the Peak into a round (for my 

28th birthday), but there was too much tarmac. But then, when 

we were about to give up, James Lowe had a new idea. A new 

round, which included the 15 trigs but in a revised order, and 

interspersed with another 11 trigs, all within the boundary of 

the Peak District National Park. James promised lovely running, 

amazing views and very little tarmac.

It sounded great, so at the end of July I gave it a go. It really is 

a fantastic route, showing off the best of the Peak. It’s tough: 

There’s about half as much climb as a BG (4200m or so) but 

it’s significantly further (150km as opposed to 100km). It’s easy 

to get to and you could even start from Tintwistle if you are of a 

more westerly persuasion. In sections it offers great BG training, 

and as a whole I reckon it’s an alternative of equal challenge. 

For those interested in having a go, here’s a quick rundown of 

the delights you will find along the way, interspersed with a few 

memories from my inaugural round.

THE JAMES LOWE 
PEAK DISTRICT ROUND

LEG 1: SPORTSMAN INN TO FIDDLERS GREEN 

31km - 4hrs 30mins

The round starts from the Dark Peak club hut at the Sportsman 

Inn on the Western edge of Sheffield. Easy parking in the car park 

behind. Get that pint pre-ordered for this time tomorrow. From 

here, head out along the lovely Wyming Brook till you reach the 

Snake Road. Across and up the hill to the first trig at Rod Moor 

(SK 262884), then through Crawshaw farm to Emlin. I tried to 

avoid passing close to the farm so I didn’t wake the dogs, but 

ended up spending half an hour in Royd’s Clough, so don’t do 

that. From Emlin Head to Cartledge Rocks at SK 208928 for 

the out-and-back to Back Tor, then you’re in the Peak proper over 

Margery Hill, Outer Edge, and down to the first road crossing at 

Fiddlers Green (on the Woodhead Pass A628 at SE 155000). 

LEG 2: FIDDLERS GREEN TO HOLME MOSS

13km (2 hrs)

Leg 2 is shorter but heavy going. A particularly nasty species of 

tussocks were released here in the 1920s and have a reputation 

for taking delight in stealing the ankles and crushing the spirits of 

runners trying to pass through. From the Fiddlers Green crossing 

the climb to South Nab is easy. From there I turned west and 

made my way over to Dead Edge End (SE 124017). It could 

be nicer to go via the bridleway to Upper Grip Hill then contour 

round, but there may not actually be a path. From here to Holme 

Moss go NE then north to Snailsden Pike at SE 132033, then 

west for 5km or so to the next road crossing at SE 097038. I 

didn’t have road support and depending how you and yours feel 

about each other you might choose to go straight through, but the 

next leg is close to four hours. 

LEG 3: HOLME MOSS TO TINTWISTLE

23km (3hrs 45mins)

From Holme Moss to Black Hill is a pathless but less tussocky 

section than the previous one. At Black Hill you join the Pennine 

Way for some lovely running all the way down to Laddow Rocks. 

The path is good and you can stretch out (relatively!) here and 

make good time. Turn west and head for the next trig, Featherbed 

Moss at SE 046011, then north west to head for Alphin Pike (SE 

003028). You’re now on the descent to the turn-around point, and 

if you are without road support, the chance to stock up at the 

carnival of delight that is Tintwistle Post Office. However, the first 

half of the round has a sting in its tail!

From Alphin Pike descend and skirt Buckton Vale Quarry by the 

current route, then head around the edge of the conurbation to 

Walkerwood Reservoir. Here begins the stiff but enjoyable climb 

up Wild Bank. I had never visited this hill before and initially 

intended to follow a direct route, but when this was not possible  

I contour-climbed up the western side then joined the path to the 

summit at SJ 988980. Drop off to the south and head towards 

Hollingworth, then around Arnfield and into Tintwistle.

LEG 4:  TINTWISTLE TO ALPORT BRIDGE

23km (4 hrs)

I left Tintwistle Post Office in good spirits, my water bottles filled 

and my pack bulging with Coke, Double Deckers and Vimto bars. 

Tintwistle is a little less than half way (approximately 66 of 

145km), but it’s close enough to make a good point to split the 

route if you chose to do it as two halves. From here comes the only 

road section of the round, about 5km around Padfield and Old 

Glossop to the bottom of Cock Hill. I was feeling a bit shattered 

so took the opportunity to walk and refuel. If you haven’t tried 

Vimto bars, I can highly recommend them! 

After the brief return to civilisation (or what passes for it over 

there) you will be keen to return to the wilds, and this section 

doesn’t disappoint. After climbing to Cock Hill trig (SK 059962) 

then on up to the top 50m or so above, turn south east, between 

Dowstone Clough and Bleaklow Head, then south to Higher Shelf 

Stones (SK 088948). The next section takes you along the top of 

the ever-impressive Alport Dale and is my favourite part of the 

route. I found the tussocks tough again, but I am always delighted 

to be in Alport. After Alport Dale and Castles, pass through 

Alport Farm and head out to the road for the next road crossing 

at Alport Bridge (SK 141895).
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LEG 5: ALPORT BRIDGE TO MAM TOR

30km (5hrs 30mins)

A large part of this leg skirts the Kinder plateau, so I was 

back in familiar territory, but to get to it from Alport Bridge is 

never easy. I opted for the direct climb from Upper Ashop farm 

(as anyone who has done the Kinder Dozen will remember), 

but it would be preferable to bear left to pass Madwoman’s 

Stones rather than to cut up to Blackden trig at the last minute 

as I did. From Blackden you’re back on good running around 

the edge path to the Sandy Heys trig, then out and back to 

Harry Hut. It’s a bit of a drag but the view down towards the 

twinkling lights of Manchester is worth it (if it’s a twinkly-

light time of day). Once back on the edge, I stopped at Kinder 

Downfall for yet another water refill then continued south to 

Kinderlow at SK 078870 then finally said goodbye to Kinder 

via Brown Knoll (SK 083850). From here to the final road 

crossing at the Mam Tor car park is another opportunity for 

some faster running if there’s anything left in your legs. The 

first 2km are flagstones, which I’m sure you have your own 

feelings on, but after that the run up and over Rushup Edge is 

lovely. From here you can begin to dream of home and that pint 

at the Sportsman. The climb over Lord’s Seat is gentle with a 

great view back across to Kinder, and before you know it you’ll 

be in the Mam Tor car park. 

LEG 6: MAM TOR CAR PARK TO SPORTSMAN INN

30km (4hrs)

Leaving the car park I was flagging but, for the first time in 

my round, cool thanks to a short sharp downpour on the final 

descent. This had wonderful rejuvenating properties and by 

the top of Mam Tor I felt reasonable again. Time was looking 

tight for me so I tried to press on over the familiar but always 

stunning ridge, then down around the side of Lose Hill and 

through the edge of Hope village, then on up to Win Hill. Parkin 

Clough is a steep rocky descent off Win Hill, and after 21 hours 

it is cruel, but please direct any complaints at this point to 

James Lowe, c/o Dark Peak Fell Runners.

Having reached the bottom of Parkin Clough we climb again, 

for the final time, initially on the road then onto the path up to 

High Neb (SK 228852), the highest point on Stanage Edge. 

At this stage it was touch and go for me, with one final tricky 

section to come after the Cowper Stone trig at SK 250830. 

From Burbage Bridge to the Ox Stones at SK 280831 could be 

achieved by running along the road, but our forefathers would 

certainly disapprove, and there is a trod. I was surprised to 

find it (I have never managed before) and followed it without 

incident to reach the stones after 23 and a half hours – surely 

I would make it now?!

The final 4km are a straight line north with a small kink at 

the end to find the pub. I made a stupid mistake around Brown 

Edge Farm and drifted too far west, but found my way back 

without losing too much time, then onto Fulwood Lane, Brown 

Hills Lane, and finally across the football field at the back of 

the Sportsman. I was back at the pub 23:54 after I started.

So… what are you waiting for?!

We’d love it if a few more people gave the round a go. We 

think it’s a tough but achievable 24-hour round, with the added 

bonus that you currently stand a pretty good chance of claiming 

the record too! I was only joking about the uncivilised hordes 

to the west, we would also love to see you have a go, and start 

at Tintwistle if you like. The required trig points are listed. 

Any legal line between them is allowed, but no additional road 

sections are allowed. Solo, winter, double and triple rounds are 

also encouraged.
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